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ABSTRACT  

CuInSe2 films for photovoltaic applications grown under Cu-excess have been rarely investigated up to now. In general 

CuInSe2 solar cells use an overall Cu-poor absorber. In this work we argue that it is valuable to investigate Cu-rich solar 

cells, since all the basic material properties are better in Cu-rich absorbers. With less defects in the bulk and better 

transport properties it is somehow intriguing why devices with Cu-rich absorber perform less. We demonstrate that this 

can be attributed to the too high doping of these films. Such a high native doping leads to tunneling enhanced 

recombination and interface recombination, strongly affecting the devices performances. We demonstrate different 

attempts to overcome the problem of doping: at first a Cu-poor surface was grown on the Cu-rich absorbers which 

enables to decrease the doping in the space charge region, then to directly decrease the doping in the bulk, the influence 

of sodium content was investigated. Finally, here we show that different selenium activity during the absorber growth 

enables to decrease the doping of these films and to open thus a way to fully exploit the favorable properties of the Cu-

rich CuInSe2 films. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Thin film solar cells are considered the next generation of photovoltaics (PV), because of their low production cost based 

on reduced material and energy consumption. Thin film technologies make up currently about 14% of the worldwide PV 

market [1]. Among the commercially available thin film technologies, solar cells based on chalcopyrite Cu(In,Ga)Se2 

(CIGS) show the highest efficiencies in the lab and for commercial modules [2]. For small lab cells an efficiency of 

20.4% has been achieved [3], commercially available modules have up to 12.7% [4] with champion sub-modules 

showing certified efficiencies up to 17.4% [5]. All CIGS record cells and modules are made of Cu-poor absorbers [3, 6, 

7, 8]. Cu-poor means that the ratio of [Cu]/([Ga]+[In]) is smaller than 1. The material has effectively a comparatively 

large existence region in this composition area and can be made single phase under a Cu-deficit of several % [9, 10]. 

Thus, it is intriguing that the best devices are made with Cu-poor films especially while this material exists thanks to the 

introduction of defects. In comparison, when grown under Cu-excess the chalcopyrite phase becomes stoichiometric and 

a secondary phase of Cu2Se forms. Thus Cu-rich material refers actually to stoichiometric material grown under Cu-

excess. It was however shown, that the electronic quality of the material does change with the Cu-excess during growth 

[11, 12]. When making solar cells from Cu-rich Cu(In,Ga)Se2 or in this work pure CuInSe2 (CIS), the Cu2Se phase has to 

be removed by etching [13] because it is highly conductive and would short the solar cell. Although solar cells are 

normally made from Cu-poor absorbers, all basic material properties indicate that "Cu-rich" material should be 

favourable. In particular, the transport properties are better within these films in comparison with the Cu-poor ones. 

However, Cu-rich based solar cells perform less: within the CuInSe2 devices (without Ga), the maximal efficiency 

achieved is 10% [14-15] whereas the best Cu-poor CIS solar cell reaches 15% [16]. In this paper, after presenting the 

favourable properties of the Cu-rich material, we will highlight that the main problem of these films is their too high 

native doping which leads to tunnelling enhanced recombination. Then, the different attempts to decrease this doping 

will be presented, among them the promising influence of the selenium activity during the growth process. 

 

2. STRENGTH OF THE CU-RICH SOLAR CELLS 

As introduced above, many studies showed that Cu-rich films exhibit better material properties than Cu-poor ones. 

Actually Cu-poor material exists thanks to introduction of defects to allow the Cu deficiency: it is known that Cu-poor 

films are stabilized by InCu or GaCu antisites and contain in addition a huge amount of Cu vacancies with a concentration 
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above 10
20

 cm
-3

 [17]. This is confirmed by a positron annihilation study [18], a non destructive spectroscopy technique 

which enables to study defects in solids and is sensitive to vacancies. The measurements were performed among others 

on both epitaxial and polycrystalline CIS films with different composition from Cu-poor to Cu-rich. Whereas the Cu-

poor CIS shows the Se-Cu divacancy, the Cu-rich ones are dominating by the Cu vacancy only. In addition, low 

temperature photoluminescence (PL) studies, which allow the investigation of defects, made on epitaxial CuGaSe2 [11], 

CuInSe2 [19], Cu(In,Ga)Se2 [20], as well as in polycrystalline CuInSe2 [21, 22], CuGaSe2 [20] and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 [20] 

show essentially the same pattern: narrow donor-acceptor pair and excitonic emission lines for Cu-rich material and 

broad asymmetric emissions in Cu-poor material, which are redshifted with respect to the emissions in Cu-rich material. 

The excitonic emission observed in the Cu-rich samples is the signature of good crystal quality [23-26]. At the contrary, 

the broad emissions in Cu-poor Cu(In,Ga)Se2 are attributed to fluctuating electrostatic potentials which are caused by a 

high degree of compensation in the semiconductor, i.e. a large concentration of charged donor and acceptor defects [22, 

27]. Although these potential fluctuations disappear at room temperature [28] they still indicate a much higher degree of 

compensation and thus a larger concentration of charged defects in Cu-poor Cu(In,Ga)Se2. Thus with a lower defect 

concentration within the material, Cu-rich films should have less recombination in the bulk as proved from room 

temperature photoluminescence (PL) measurements. This technique allows indeed to determine the amount of bulk 

recombination [29]: with higher recombination the quasi Fermi level splitting is lower in the photo-excited state. This 

leads to a high-energy slope of the PL spectrum at lower energies compared to the case with lower recombination and 

thus higher quasi Fermi level splitting. Thus the amount of quasi Fermi level splitting is a really interesting tool as it 

measures the maximum open circuit voltage an absorber is capable of [29]. A recent investigation of epitaxial and 

polycrystalline CuInSe2 shows that the quasi Fermi level splitting (under the same illumination conditions) is higher in 

Cu-rich material than in Cu-poor material [30], which means that bulk recombination is lower in Cu-rich material.  

 

So Cu rich material has favorable material properties, with less defects in the bulk. Additionally, it exhibits better 

transport properties and photocarrier lifetimes. Studies of the mobility in epitaxial CuGaSe2 by Hall measurements show 

indeed that the mobility decreases and defect concentration increases with decreasing Cu-excess [31] and that the 

mobility is even lower in Cu-poor material [25]. It is also known that Cu-rich absorbers show big grains [32] which 

enable the carrier transport in the device to proceed without crossing grains boundaries. In addition, collection lengths in 

Cu-rich and Cu-poor devices have been extracted by fitting the quantum efficiency spectra at the longer wavelength 

[33]. Collection lengths from 2 to 3 microns have been calculated for the Cu-rich samples, showing that the carrier 

collection is made through the complete absorber. 

 
Table 1. Solar cells output parameters for one typical Cu-poor CIS sample and one Cu-rich CIS device. The characteristics 

of the best Cu-rich treated solar cells from [14] are added (with permission). 

Samples Cu/In Eff 

(%) 

Voc 

(mV) 

Jsc 

(mA/cm²) 

F.F. Rs 

(/cm²) 

Rp 

(/cm²) 

A NA 

(cm
-3

) 

Cu-poor  0.98 14.1 476 41.7 0.71 0.5 1784 1.37 7.5 10
15

 

Cu-rich 1.4 8.4 380 38.8 0.56 0.38 145 2.2 4.2 10
16

 

Cu-rich treated 1.4 13.1 490 38 0.7 0.58 425 1.5  -  

 

In summary, Cu-rich CuInSe2 shows lower defect concentrations, higher mobilities and less bulk recombination. Still, 

solar cells made from Cu-poor CuInSe2 show higher efficiencies. This has been attributed to the properties of the 

absorber/buffer interface [34-35]. It has been shown that all Cu-poor cells are dominated by recombination in the space 

charge region, allowing for higher open circuit voltage, whereas all Cu-rich cells are dominated by recombination at the 

absorber/buffer interface, limiting the open circuit voltage. The figure 1 shows the current voltage (IV) curves from a 

typical Cu-rich based solar cell and a Cu-poor one. One can directly notice that Cu-rich solar cells have both a lower 

open circuit voltage (Voc) and a lower short circuit current (Jsc). The electrical output parameters are also summarized 

in the Table 1. In this table, the series resistance Rs, parallel resistance Rp as well as the diode quality factor A were 

obtained by fitting the current-voltage curves with the ivfit program [36]. As explained above, the lower Voc is 

correlated to interface recombination. This is highlighted by a smaller activation energy EA of the saturation current than 

the band gap. The latter can be easily obtained by temperature dependant current voltage measurements (IVT) and is 

given by the intercept of the extrapolation of the linear part of the curve of the Voc as a function of the temperature [37]. 
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If this activation energy equals the band gap, the device is dominated by recombination at the space charge region or the 

quasi neutral region whereas if it is lower, the dominant recombination path is at an interface. The plot of the Voc as a 

function of temperature is given in figure 2 for the two typical cells presented above: the EA of the Cu-rich is lower than 

the band gap whereas the one of the Cu-poor matches its band gap energy. Thus the Cu-poor cells are dominated by 

recombination, which corroborate the higher defect densities of these films in the bulk. On the other hand, in the Cu-rich 

devices the main recombination mechanism is situated at an interface. From PL measurements we are sure that this 

recombination occurs at the interface between the CIS and the CdS buffer layer. Indeed, while the quasi Fermi level 

splitting is higher in Cu-rich films than in Cu-poor ones as cited above, as soon as the buffer layer is put on the top of 

them, the latter is then lower for the Cu-rich/CdS samples than for the Cu-poor CIS/CdS ones [38]. 

Thus, although Cu-rich CIS absorbers show the better bulk properties, their interface with the buffer is inferior to that of 

Cu-poor material, leading to finally inferior solar cell performance. But this does not explain the loss in current ; a recent 

study on Cu-rich CIS material show that this loss is in linked with the too high native doping of this material [33]. 
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Figure 1. a) IV curve for the tree cells presented in Table 1 (with permission). b) Voc as a function of the temperature: the 

intercept give the activation energy EA which could then be compared to the band gap of each absorbers. 
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3. DOPING IN CU-RICH ABSORBERS 

3.1  The too high doping of Cu-rich absorbers and it consequences on the device performance 

Already from the observation of the different PL spectra [19-22], it is clear that the Cu-poor samples have a lower net-

doping due to the increased compensation in these films. From Hall measurement, Cu-poor samples also exhibit a lower 

net doping on both single crystal [39] and polycrystalline films [40] Besides, the authors observed that the net doping 

decreases with the decrease of Cu content leading until a n-type behavior for the Cu-poor [40]. As far as the CIS solar 

cells are concerned, thanks to Capacitance-Voltage (CV) measurements in [33], the native doping of both Cu-rich and 

Cu-poor CIS devices were extracted. While the native doping of the Cu-poor samples is around 5 10
15

 the Cu-rich ones 

exhibit a doping of one order of magnitude higher. Using the same determination technique as describe in [37], the net 

doping of both two samples presented above has been add in Table 1. These two samples follow the previous 

observation with a doping higher in the Cu-rich ones.  
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Figure 3. a) Band-diagram of a CIS devices highlighting the steeper band bending for the Cu-rich in comparison to the Cu-

poor leading to tunneling enhanced recombination b) Collection function as a function of the distance in the space charge 

region and in the bulk for Cu-rich and Cu-poor absorbers (adapted from [49] with permission) 

 

With such a high doping, Cu-rich absorbers have a really small space charge region width ; as discussed above, even if 

this does not affect the collection properties as it has been shown that the Cu-rich devices have longer diffusion lengths 

[33], this anyway leads to steeper band bending as highlighted in the band diagram in figure 3a). This steeper band 

bending, due to a high doping in the bulk region, which induced a strong electric field in the space charge region, leads 

to tunneling enhanced recombination [35]. Thus the collection function is no longer equal to unity in the space charge 

region as normally assumed, a depicted in figure 3b). Thus less photocarriers are collected even with better collection 

properties and this result in a loss in current. This tunneling mechanism is confirmed by the diode quality factor of these 

absorbers (Table 1). Indeed, the Cu-rich absorbers have a diode quality factor above 2 which points towards tunneling 

enhanced recombination. In addition, the latter exhibit a strong temperature dependence (figure 4), that is also a clue of 

tunneling mechanism [35]. Thus limited by their high native doping the Cu-rich solar cells performed worse than the Cu-

poor ones. 
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Figure.4 Evolution of the diode quality factor A as a function of te temperature for Cu-rich absorber presented in Table 1. 

 

3.2 How to decrease the doping of the Cu-rich films 

The first attempt to counteract the high doping of the Cu-rich films consisted in adding a Cu-poor surface on top of Cu-

rich absorbers. This reduced the doping level within the space charge region while keeping the good properties of the 

Cu-rich absorber bulk [15]. In order to keep the bulk Cu-rich and deposit only a Cu-poor surface, an optimized surface 

treatment was developed [14, 15, 41]. The Cu-rich absorbers are issued from a one stage coevaporation followed by an 

etching step which consists of emerging the sample into a KCN solution during 5 minute to remove the Cu2Se secondary 

phase. Then the samples were put back into the growth chamber where In was evaporated under a selenium overpressure 

for different times and at various temperatures. Auger depth profiles show that all surfaces have been made Cu-poor. For 

deposition temperatures below 250°C a pure InxSe layer without any Cu content remains at the surface. At higher 

temperatures Cu-diffusion from the CuInSe2 absorber turns the InxSe at the surface into Cu-depleted CuInSe2. 

Photoluminescence of Cu-rich and Cu-poor CuInSe2 shows fundamentally different types of spectra, as discussed above. 

PL measured at the surface indicates a Cu-rich surface after the etching and a Cu-poor surface after In-Se deposition and 

annealing at temperatures of 250°C or above. The probing depth of the PL spectroscopy is a few 100nm. The films were 

mechanically removed from the substrate and their backside investigated. Untreated films and films treated at 

temperatures below 400°C show the narrow lines typical for Cu-rich CuInSe2, whereas films after deposition or 

annealing at 400°C and above show the broad, asymmetric emissions of Cu-poor CuInSe2. Thus it can be concluded that 

treatment temperatures from 250°C and above lead to a Cu-poor surface and that a “Cu-rich” bulk can be maintained as 

long as the treatment temperatures stays below 400°C. The best solar cell so far was achieved with an In-Se deposition at 

200°C, followed by a 5min annealing at 275°C [14, 15]. The efficiency was 13.1%. The characteristics of this solar cell 

are added in Table 1. Our best standard Cu-poor solar cell had an efficiency of 14.1%. The difference is mostly in the 

short circuit current; the open circuit voltage of the treated “Cu-rich” cell was even better than the value of the Cu-poor 

cell. This could be explained by the suppression of the interface recombination; indeed, after treatment the Cu-rich solar 

cells show an activation energy which then match the band-gap, highlighting that the dominant recombination path is no 

longer at the interface but in the bulk or in the space charge region. According to electrical modelling, the suppression of 

the interface recombination is simply explained by the lower doping in the space charge region in comparison with the 

CuInSe2 bulk due to the Cu-poor surface layer [15]. 

 

The second attempt to reduce the doping of the Cu-rich absorber was to precisely control the diffusion of Na from the 

soda-lime glass (SLG) substrates [33]. It is indeed well-known that the use of the soda lime glass as substrate was 

recognized to have a beneficial effect on the Cu-poor solar cells by increasing their net-doping [42]. In order to perfectly 

control the amount of Na which can diffuse within the film during the film growth, new substrates where used: at first, in 

order to prevent any diffusion from the SLG, SiO2 barrier were added on the top of the substrate. The efficacy of this 

barrier was proved by ICP-MS measurements. Then to control diffusion of Na, layers of NaF of different thicknesses 

were deposited on the top of the barrier. Thus 4 different substrates were tested for films growth: one with only the 

barrier and 3 with layers of NaF of thickness of 6, 12 and 24 nm respectively. These substrates were then used within the 

same batch for the growth of one series of Cu-rich and one series of Cu-poor samples. Whereas the Cu-poor samples 

exhibit the expected behaviour of improved solar cells characteristics with increased sodium content, the Cu-rich does 
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not show any improvements. Doping evaluation shows that the net doping of the Cu-rich absorbers is not affected by the 

different amount of Na allowed to diffuse. Even with no Na diffusion, no decrease of the doping is observed. For the Cu-

poor films on the contrary and as already highlight in the literature [42], the thicker the NaF layer is, the higher their 

doping is. However, it can be concluded that the control of the Na diffusion from the SLG is not the solution to decrease 

the too high doping of the Cu-rich films. 

 

Up to now the differences between Cu-rich and Cu-poor CIS have been attributed to the different Cu content in these 

materials. However, it is known that changes in the Se content in the material also have dramatic consequences for the 

electronic structure. Annealing of CIS absorber under selenium atmosphere can even cause inversion of the conduction 

type [40,43,44]. Recently, we grew Cu-rich absorbers under different Se activities in order to reduce the too high native 

doping of Cu-rich films (<10
16

 cm
-3

) [45]. The CIS films were indeed grown by a one-stage coevaporation process with 

different flux of Se while the Cu and the In fluxes remained constant. This kind of experimentations were already 

performed for Cu-poor CIGS samples and the results showed that the higher the Se activity during the growth was, the 

best the resulting solar cells were [46, 47]. The better performance was due to a better Voc and a better FF whereas the 

current was not affected [46]. They also showed from X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements that the texture of the 

films was clearly affected and then correlated the higher Voc to the formation of twin grain boundary leading to lower 

recombination [46].The comparative study of Cu-rich CIS solar cells, with absorbers fabricated by coevaporation from 

elemental sources under various selenium environments highlights that the chemical activity of the Se during the growth 

strongly influences both the film macrostructure and the solar cell performance. In this case also, XRD measurements 

reveal that the texture of the absorbers is clearly affected by the Se activity, showing the impact of the Se environment 

on the film growth. Growth under a deficiency of Se leads to a preferential (112) orientation while under sufficient Se 

environment the film orientation is random [45]. This study also highlights that a minimum Se activity is however 

needed to grow the Cu-rich absorber, a too low Se flux leading actually to the formation of structures on the top of the 

absorbers as detected on SEM micrographs. Additionally, a significant increase of the device efficiency with the 

decrease of Se supply is observed due to a similar trend in the Voc and the fill factor [45]. Intriguingly, this behavior is 

exactly the opposite of the Cu-poor ones [46]. The increase in Voc for absorber grown under low Se environment is 

correlated to a decrease of the diode quality factor of the resulting solar cells, then closer to 2. This is a clue that the 

recombination at the interface as well as the tunnelling assisted recombination at the interface decreased, leading 

naturally to higher Voc and FF. We thus suspect that under low Se activity, Se vacancies are created and therefore 

decrease the doping of the Cu-rich material while behaving as donors, at least in equilibrium [48]. We conclude that Se 

deficiency enables reduction of the native doping of this material, which opens the way to benefit fully from the superior 

properties of this absorber for solar cell applications 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

We showed that Cu-rich CIS films have less defects in the bulk than Cu-poor ones and general exhibit better material 

properties. With additionally better transport properties, ones can expect to make even better solar cells with Cu-rich 

absorbers. Nevertheless we highlight that the Cu-rich solar cells are limited by a too high doping leading to tunnelling 

enhanced recombination. Whereas the first attempt to decrease the doping of these absorbers by controlling the Na 

content failed, we presented here that low selenium activity during the growth of the absorbers could be a solution as 

lower doping were obtained under this condition. 
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